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About This Game

Steel Empire is a steam punk shoot'em up game featuring a frantic combat filled with powerful enemies and insane obstacles.
Enjoy a beautiful world and retro game-play as you dodge and shoot your way through classical stages. Choose one of 4

difficulty settings according to your set of skills and fight the evil empire! See how well you did using the Replay Mode and
show your worth by getting all achievements.

Originally released on the Sega Genesis / Mega Drive consoles in 1992, it was later ported to the Nintendo Game Boy Advance
in 2004 and to the Nintendo 3DS in 2014, and now is coming to PC!

Choose to fly one of two classes of fighter aircraft: the Etopirica (ET-02R), a small and a fast plane, or the Zappellon, a slower
but more resistant zeppelin. You fly in only one direction, but you can fire from behind as well as ahead. Levels are divided into
a few stages to complete, each with their own boss before moving onto the next level. After a level is complete, you can change

your craft, watch a replay, continue the game in your current craft, or save your progress.

During the game there is a certain number of lives and continues at your disposal. Once the health bar is depleted, a life is lost
with a play continuing normally. If all lives are used, you can hit a continue, which will restart at either the beginning or

midpoint of a stage depending on how far you were. When all continues are expended, the game is over.
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To increase your firepower, collect powerups such as experience points, health, bombs or additional lives.

Complete remake truthful to the original game, based on 3DS version with improved graphics and controls

Side-scrolling shoot'em up game, originally released on Sega Genesis and later on Game Boy Advance and Nintendo
3DS

7 complex stages full of adrenaline-pumping action and boss fights

Collect special power-ups and increase your firepower with a level-up system (up to 20 levels)

Steam Achievements & Trading Cards

Full controller support

The classic is back!
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Title: Steel Empire
Genre: Action
Developer:
Mebius
Publisher:
Teyon
Release Date: 13 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Core2Duo 2.6Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GPU with DirectX11 support

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: Sound Card with DirectSound support

English
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A very cheap and really, really fun game.
There are the occasional bugs which are an annoyance, but still: you can shoot things, kill bad guys, rescue hostages and from
time to time be punished for shooting an idiot citizen who comes in the way.. I love the way we can make Reviews even if it's
comming soon :D

Strategy GAME !!!

Great Game
10/10. So much classic game fun, but don't expect to last past 6 hours.. Blambox has the charm of vintage games such as Pong,
Galaxian and Asteroid that only require you to beat the current high score. The UI, sound, and the art style of the game has a
modern, minimalistic feel which, while superb, doesn't distract you from the game's simple but engaging (and most of the time
panic-inducing) core mechanic.. Rally-X was the first video game to have background music.
And with this skin, you can be a car that eats cars that turn into puffs of smoke while jamming out to one of the sickest loops
I've ever heard in my life.. Jesus Christ I had motion sickness playing this game without moving...

Sorry for the dev but this is really bad...

What is the point of making a random guy with a hat killing things and talking to a random gradpa?!

Well this was in a bundle but I'm very disapointed.... unplayable peace of s***t, like everything Russian!. I'm going to write a
long paragraph about this game. As much as I've played thus far, this Unity-based game is quite unique. You get to play the role
of a ghost hunter sorta like the ones on tv, except you don't see with nightvision goggles and aren't searching for spirit orbs. You
are blessed\/cursed with the ability of psychometry at your disposal and you also get to have (take a deep breath) .....a flashlight!
You point and click where it allows you to; to nativigate around the haunted estate with a macabre history. You also point and
click to investigate clues\/notes or to pick up keys or cursed items when allowed to. You have a basic inventory system that
allows you to utilize those keys or items when you're prompted to do so. But (this is the downside), you don't get to do any free
exploration and this I have to say, makes this game feel like it on rails. However, What makes this game FUN is that you'll feel
that the manifestations or malevolent paranormal entities could try to appear and also try to kill you at ANY time. You never
know what's going to happen next in terms of WHEN these haunting manifestations will occur as you are playing. Although this
game has sequentialized jumpscares, you'll get to use that SPECIAL flashlight or yours to defend yourself whenever you are
attacked, so you aren't completely helpless like most other indie games with jumpscares. I've encountered many
(oH\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Oh\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665) instances where I had to quickly
turn my flashlight weapon on at a moments notice. The cool part is that if you get killed you have the option to pick-up right
about where you were just before you became the ghost's 81tcH. Additionally, during the flight or fight encounters with these
evil spirits, the paranormal entities do not attack from the same location twice so you're randomly being brutalized. The devs did
a great job of creating a tense atmos-FEAR in regards to that. The music is creepy. The creeks of doors and drawers opening on
their own, the random scatch noises, and the echoing whispers, voices, and giggling sounds of the spirits are astounding. The
story is also fascinating in that you uncover in the beginning that a paranormal investigation team had been dispatched to the
same estate in the recent past but their disappearance became an unsolved mystery. You're tasked at trying to solve the unsolve
mystery of their disappearance while trying to excorcise the estate at the same time. That's just awesome right there. Try this
game out when the free demo gets released. If you enjoy it like I do, then BUY the game.
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Used to work, not that fun. Updated a bunch!!!, now it's stuck on the title screen with a horrible not funny song playing... not
worth the time to figure out whats wrong. Farts, just farts.. very good game to play with friends (if you have)
. Whow. What a game. An exauhsting challenge. And it leaves a deep feel good feeling upon completion. Well, for me at least.

So, in this game you play as the extremely lovable character Cerdocornico. You shoot space bugs and die very easily. This game
is very hard. The game features a strange mechanic that has you jump and shoot at the same time. It's not like I spend all my
awake time playing games, but I'd say it's pretty uniqe. It takes a while before you see any variation in enemies but that doesn't
matter much. The sound effects are pretty fun. Try enter a wrong password.

Is it worth it's price? I don't like the valuing games for their price. Games should be valued for their story, for their gameplay,
for their originallity, for their ingeniuty. And I will say that this game has those.. Cannot recommend this game.. Great game,
but not enough player-made levels to play (does it show all of them?). Sandbox is obviously not optimized for the mouse.. This
is a cry for help to anyone who can read this, please send me help! It's. . . It's the refugee kids, they are, everywhere! At first
they were only on every TV commercial, then they started to appear on the radio. . . oh my god. And then all the sudden they
appeared in a refugee housing a few streets down from my place! And i can hear them, they are getting closer! And it's strange
because for some reason all these refugee kids seem to have beards and are military age males. But it just keeps getting worse!
They keep coming closer. . they are even in my living room now.. in my PC monitor, on steam! ! !
Ahhh ! I hear them ! they come for me... ! ahhh. !! AHHHH !!! THEY're EATING ME!!!!!!!!! AHHHA AAAHHHHH
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHAAAAAAAAAAA !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. DO NOT BUY. Do not
support terrible publishers out for a cash grab. This is simply a ScummVM release, which would be fine if they used a version
that eliminates bugs (the newer version of ScummVM plays this without the mouse jumping cursor issues). This clearly wasn't
even tested, nor did they take the extra day to add in Steam cards and emotes, achievements, art, music, wallpaper, etc. Fans
waited since Steam or GOG launched for this game to arrive on one of the two platforms and when it finally becomes exclusive
to Steam, we get a simple emulator with nothing extra. The actual fix for this game is to update the emulator. At that point, you
might as well just download the game for free yourself elsewhere. Junk and the publisher should give the rights to this game up,
as they don't deserve it.. What a nice surprise! All the major Lucarts graphic adventure games have been released, except this.
Until now. It would have been nice to get a remake like Day of the Tentacle, but this is good enough. And it comes with both
C64 and Amiga(Enhanced) versions.
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